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GAUSSIAN RANDOM SETS IN BANACH SPACE* 
M. L. PURJ, i· D. A. RALESCUt AND S. S. RALESCU
Abstract. We define a Gaussian random set in a Banach space, and we prove the following characteriz­ation theorem: Every Gaussian random ·set can be represented as the sum of its expected value and a Gaussian 
mean zero random element. 
1. Introduction. The concept of random set (Robbins [16], [17]), Matheron [11]) hasreceived considerable attention in recent years, partly motivated by geometric probability considerations and partly as an application of probability techniques in Banach space. The strong law of large numbers for random sets in RP was proved by Artstein and Vitale [1] and for random sets in Banach space by Puri and Ralescu [12], [13]. The central limit theorem (CLT) 
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for random sets in Rp was proved in a particular case by Cressie [5] and in a general set-up by
Weil [18]. In a Banach space setting, the CLT was given by Gin6, Hahn and Zinn [8] and a
more general result by Puri and Ralescu [13].
In view of statistical applications, the concept of normality for random sets should play an
important role. Such a concept was defined by Lyashenko 10] in Rp, who also gave a characteriz-
ation of normal random sets.
In this paper, we introduce the concept of a Gaussian random set in a separable Banach
space T and characterize such a set as the sum of a constant set and a Gaussian random element
(of ).
In 2 we give some preliminaries on random sets and their expectations. Section 3 deals
with an embedding of random compact sets into random elements of the space of continuous
functions on some compact set. Finally, in 4 we define Gaussian random sets in and prove
the characterization theorem.
2. Random sets. Let denote a separable Banach space with norm [l" II, * the dual of
and ): * x R the duality map: (x*, x) x*(x) for x* *, x .If (f, 4, P) is a probability space, a random element in is a Borel measurable function
f: f . The expected value Ef is defined in terms of the Bochner integral; it exists if
A random element f is Gaussian if (x*,f) is a normal random variable for any x* *.
We will be interested in random elements in C(M), the Banach space of continuous
functions on the compact, Hausdorff space M. It follows easily from the Riesz representation
theorem that if f: fC(M) is Gaussian, then the vector (f(tl),"" ,f(tn)) is (multivariate)
normal, for any tl,. ., tn M. Let :7’() denote all the nonempty compact subsets of , and
let ’’c() denote the nonempty compact convex subsets of . The space ff’() is a metric space
with respect to the Hausdorff metric:
d(a, B) max {sup inf Ila bll, sup inf Ila bll} for A, n
aA bB bB aA
More precisely, (’’(), d) is a complete, separable metric space, and ’c() is a closed
subspace (see Debreu [6]).
The space ’() has a linear structure induced by the operations:
A+ B= {a + bla A, b B}, AA= {Aala A} for A, B ?{(), A R.
Note however that ’t’() is not a vector space (it is not a group with respect to addition).
Denote IIAII d(A, {0}) for A
As before, let (f, A, P) be a probability space. A random set (in ) is a Borel measurable
function X: f 3’’(). The expected value EX is defined as EX= {Eflf LX(O, A, P), f(to)
X(to) a.e.} where f: f is a selection of X (Aumann [2]). If ElIxll , then EX ’’().
Another definition of the expected value is due to Debreu [6]: first, the space ff’ (,T) is embedded
into a Banach space (via the R.dstriSm embedding theorem [14]) and then one proceeds as
in the case of the Bochner integral. If EIIXII < , the two definitions of EX are equivalent
(Byrne [3]).
In what follows we consider random sets with values in ’’(), i.e., random convex sets.
3. The embedding theorem. An isometric embedding of .7’() into a separable Banach
space of functions can be obtained from a theorem of HiSrmander [9] (see also Gin6, Hahn and
Zinn [8]).
Let ball *={x**lllx*ll-<_l} denote the unit ball of *, let w* denote the weak*
topology in *, and C (ball *, w*), the Banach space of functions defined on ball * and
continuous in weak* topology.
THEOREM 3.1. There exists a function j: ?{(T)- C (ball *, w*) such that
(a) j is an isometry (i.e., IIj(K)-j(L)II--d(g, L)).
(b) j(K + L)=j(K)+j(L).
(c) j(AK) Aj(K), A ->_0.
Proof. From Htirmander [9, Theorem 8], it follows that there is an isometry j satisfying (b)
and (c), from ’c() into the space of bounded continuous functions on ball *. Since each
K ’{c() is totally bounded, it follows that j(K) C (ball *, w*).
Note. Since (ball *, w*) is compact and metrizable, the space C (ball *, w*) is separable.
The isometry j is defined via the support function of a compact set: j(K)= s/( where s/((x*)
SUpaK (X*, a), x* ball *.
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Actually, st( can be defined on * as above, and has the following simple properties"(i) sK is subadditive, i.e., si,:(x*+y*)<-_s:(x*)+s(y*) for x*,y*X*.
(ii) s is positively homogeneous, i.e., s: (hx*) hs/ (x*) for x* X*, h >- 0.
In view of this embedding theorem, any random set X: f (c() can be thought of as a
random element of C (ball X*, w*) by considering j(X)=sx:f- C (ball *, w*), where
Sx(,O)= Sx(.
The following result will be useful.
LEMMA 3.1. If X: l Y[c() satisfies EIIXII < o, then E[sx(X*)] Sx(X*) for x*
ball X*.
Proof. It is easily seen that the result holds if X i= xa,Ki where Ai M, Ki e Yc() and
XA, denotes the characteristic function of A (i.e., if X is a simple function). The proof follows
by using the definition of the Debreu expected value, the fact that j is an isometry, and the
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.
4. Gaussian random sets. The concept of a normal random set in Rp was defined by
Lyashenko 10] who also characterized such random sets. His proof of characterization, however,
is strongly dependent on the finite dimensionality assumption. We define here a Gaussian random
set in an arbitrary separable Banach space, and we represent such a random set as the sum of
a constant set and a Gaussian random element.
Definition 4.1. A random set X: f (() is Gaussian if Sx is a Gaussian random element
of C (ball *, w*).
This definition implies (see 2) that (Sx(X*),. , Sx(X*,) is normal for every x*,. , x*
ball *. Consequently (Sx(X*),..., Sx(X*,)) is normal for every x*,..., x*, * (since Sx ispositively homogeneous; see property (ii) in 3).
It is obvious that if X and Y are independent Gaussian random sets, then X+ Y is
Gaussian. Also AX is Gaussian (h => 0) whenever X is Gaussian.
The following theorem characterizes the Gaussian random sets in
THEOREM 4.1. Let X: f Y{() be a random set with EIIxII <. Thefollowing statements
are equivalent.
X is Gaussian.
(ii) X EX +{:} where is a Gaussian random element in X with mean zero.
Proof. (ii) :=> (i). From X=EX+{s}, it follows that Sx=Sx+(.,). Thus, if o*(C(ball ,T*, w*))*, then o*(Sx)= o*(Sx)+ o*((., )).
Denote (x)= 0*((., x)). Clearly is linear, and since I,(x)l--< I1*11 Ilxll, it follows that
*. Thus (, s) 0*(( , :)) is a normal random variable which implies that o*(Sx) is normal.
Consequently, X is Gaussian.
We now prove that (i)=>(ii). Let Sx be Gaussian. Define p: fC (ball *, w*) by
Sx SEX. Fix an w f. Then 0(w) Sx(,,)- SEx.
CLAIM 1. (a) is linear and weak*-continuous on ’*.
Let hi,"" ", An>-0 and x*,..., x* * be fixed. Then Y=l hiSx(X*)-Sx(_,i=t hix)>-0(from properties (i) and (ii) in 3). By hypothesis, (Sx(X*),... ,Sx(X*),Sx(Y7=l hx*)) is
normal which implies that
"
i=t hiSx(X*)- Sx(i= hix*) is a normal random variable. From the
above inequality, it follows that this random variable must be degenerate, i.e.,
i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1
the last equality following from Lemma 3.1.
Thus Y=lhi(to)(x*)=b(to)y.i=l(hix* ). Take now hi=l, i=l,...,n. We get
0(w)(Yi= x*) =Yi= ,(to)(x*), implying that (to) is additive. Take x* x*, x2* =-x*, A=
A2 1. We get (to)(-x*)=-(w)(x*), implying that (to) is linear.
Since O(to) is weak*-continuous on ball *, it follows from Lemma 5.1 (in the Appendix)
that O(to) is weak*-continuous on *. It is well known that such a p(to) is representable as
O(w)(x*)=(x*, (w)), x* g* for some :(w) (see, for example, Yoshida [19, p. 112]).
CLAIM 2. st: 1 is measurable.
Indeed, since (x*, sr) (.)(x*) Sx(X*) SEx(Z*), it follows that (x*, :) is measurable for
each x* *. Using the Pettis theorem (Yoshida [19, p. 131]), it follows that : is strongly
measurable (since is separable).
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CLAIM 3. � is mean zero Gaussian. 
Since (x*, �) = sx(x*) - sEx(x*), it follows that (x*, �) is a normal mean zero random 
variable, for each x* E �*. 
To conclude the proof of the theorem, we write sx(x*) = sEx(x*)+(x*, �) = 
sEx(x*) + sw(x*) = sEX+{fl(x*), implying that X =EX+ U}, giving the desired representation. 
5. Appendix. The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
LEMMA 5.1. Let cp: r ➔ R be linear and weak* -continuous on ball �*. Then cp is weak* -
continuous on r. 
Proof. It suffices to show that { cp ;;;;, c} is weak* -closed for any c E R. Obviously { cp ;;;;, c} is 
convex, and so, by the Krein-Smulian theorem (see Dunford and Schwartz [7, p. 429]), it is 
enough to show that { cp ;;;;, c} n r (ball �*) is weak* -closed for all r > 0, where r (ball �*) is the 
ball with radius r. 
Now {cp;;:;, c} n r (ball�*)= r[{cp;;:;, c/ r} n ball r] and {cp;;:;; c/ r} n ball�* is weak*-closed 
since cp is weak* -continuous on ball r. The ptoof follows. 
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ON SEQUENCES OF RANDOM PROCESSES WITH TIGHT JUMP MAJORIZATION* 
V. A. LEBEDEV
( Translated by Amal Ellis) 
Let Y be a complete separable metric space. Consider the set D = .q0,00t( Y) of cadlag 
functions on R+ = [O, oo[ with values in Y. Usually one considers the Skorokhod 11 -topology 
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